Sansawon (Traditional Liquor Museum)
and Herb Island
Herb Island : Located in Pocheon, Gyeonggi-do and
established in 1998, Herb Island focuses on growing
Mediterranean herbs. The Herb Indoor Botanical
Garden offers over 180 different herbs while the
Outdoor Botanical Garden showcases a dazzling array
of herbs surrounded by nature. Additional attractions
include the Herb Museum, Living & Herb Exhibition
Hall, Herb Restaurant, Herb Barbecue Restaurant,
a café, a bakery, a gift shop, Aroma Therapy Center,
Venetia Village, Herb Studio (do-it-yourself crafting),
Mini Zoo, and an outdoor performance hall.
At Sansawon, visitors may sample food and beverages made of
liquor and liquor ingredients such as suljigemi (rice wine
leftovers) or nureuk (yeast). The museum displays over 1,000
historical documents on traditional liquor as well as liquor
brewery devices such as yakteul, nureukteul, gyeobogary, and
sojugori. Moreover, the traditional brewing process, as seen in
the folktale 'Mrs. Kim's Brewery' is recreated using the actual
tools and devices from the traditional brewing process. The
museum also features the process and culture of Gayangju
(homemade liquor) with puppets and dolls. Visitors will leave the
facility with a deeper appreciation of the devotion of ancient
Korean brewmasters and the art of traditional Korean liquor.
THE SCHEDULE
0700 --- Depart ITT
0830 --- Arrive Rest Stop
0850 --- Depart Rest Stop
1000 --- Arrive Herb Island
1000/1300 --- Free Time and Lunch
1300 --- Depart Herb Island
1340 --- Arrive Sansawon
1340/1500 --- Free Time
1500 --- Depart Sansawon
1800 --- Arrive Osan AB
* Arrival times are approximate.
This itinerary is subject to change

Important Things That You Must know
● Tour bus leaves in front of ITT, building 924 and
departs at 0700 hours. Please be here 15-20 minutes
prior to departure time.
● Recommended to bring Korean Currency for lunch
and souvenirs.
● Dress in comfortable clothing and footwear.
● All cancellations must be made by close of
2 business days prior to trip.

